We tested the effects of four data characteristics on the results of reserve selection algorithms. The data characteristics were nestedness of features (land types in this case), rarity of features, size variation of sites (potential reserves) and size of data sets (numbers of sites and features). We manipulated data sets to produce three levels, with replication, of each of these data characteristics while holding the other three characteristics constant. We then used an optimizing algorithm and three heuristic algorithms to select sites to solve several reservation problems. We measured efficiency as the number or total area of selected sites, indicating the relative cost of a reserve system. Higher nestedness increased the efficiency of all algorithms (reduced the total cost of new reserves). Higher rarity reduced the efficiency of all algorithms (increased the total cost of new reserves). More variation in site size increased the efficiency of all algorithms expressed in terms of total area of selected sites. We measured the suboptimality of heuristic algorithms as the percentage increase of their results over optimal (minimum possible) results. Suboptimality is a measure of the reliability of heuristics as indicative costing analyses. Higher rarity reduced the suboptimality of heuristics (increased their reliability) and there is some evidence that more size variation did the same for the total area of selected sites. We discuss the implications of these results for the use of reserve selection algorithms as indicative and real-world planning tools.
INTRODUCTION
important implications for the utility of their results: efficiency and suboptimality. Efficiency refers to the number or total area Reserve selection algorithms find the minimum or nearof new reserves selected by an algorithm or other procedure minimum cost of new reserves that would be needed to meet to achieve an explicit representation goal (Pressey & Nicholls, some target level of representation of the natural features in a 1989). More efficient algorithms find smaller sets of potential region. The cost can be expressed as the number or total extent reserves to achieve the same goal. Suboptimality refers to the of new reserves, opportunity cost to alternative land uses, or tendency for heuristic algorithms (the most commonly used) required financial outlay. The features to be represented can to select somewhat larger numbers or total areas of new reserves be populations, species, assemblages or ecosystems and the than optimizing algorithms. Suboptimality is defined for the targeted levels of representation can be numbers of occurrences purposes of this paper as the percentage increase of a heuristic (e.g. of species) or areas of land occupied (e.g. by vegetation result over an optimal one, or (H-Op)/Op * 100 where H is the types). Two aspects of reserve selection algorithms have heuristic result and Op is the optimal, or smallest possible, result. While optimal solutions would usually be preferred, heuristic approaches can deal with problems that are currently factor for the interactive systems now being used to resolve within a regional data set (see Patterson & Atmar, 1986; Ryti & Gilpin, 1987; Cutler, 1991 for discussions of nestedness; land use conflicts (Pressey et al., 1995; RACAC, 1996) .
see Vane-Wright, Humphries & Williams, 1991;  Rebelo & In terms of the relative performance of heuristic algorithms Siegfried, 1992; Ryti, 1992 for effects on algorithm results); (2) on a single data set, efficiency and suboptimality are related the rarity of features or their pattern of frequencies within the issues-efficiency is maximized when suboptimality is zero.
potential reserves of a region (Lombard, Nicholls & August, However, when different algorithms are each applied to 1995; Willis et al., 1996) ; (3) the size variation of the potential different data sets, certain characteristics of the data sets could reserves (Pressey & Nicholls, 1989 ; Saetersdal, Line & Birks, cause efficiency and suboptimality to vary independently. In 1993); and (4) the number of potential reserves in the data set. the hypothetical example, below, an optimizing algorithm and
We added the fourth data characteristic because the size of a heuristic are applied to two data sets that contain the data sets can have a major influence on the feasibility of using same number of sites and features but differ in the internal optimizing approaches (Pressey et al., 1996 (Pressey et al., , 1997 . Because the distribution of the features, say in relation to nestedness or need for heuristics is generally more pressing for analyses of rarity:
larger data sets, we wanted to know if their efficiencies and suboptimalities remained the same as the size of data sets Optimal Heuristic Efficiency Suboptimality increased.
result result
We needed to be able to control the variation of each of these data characteristics independently so that, for example, some sites. We describe below the preparation of data sets to test for the independent influence of these four data characteristics. We then present the results of three stepwise Both algorithms find relatively inefficient results for the first heuristic algorithms and an integer linear programming data set but the heuristic result is relatively good with low (optimizing) algorithm, each adapted to find both the minimum suboptimality. For the second data set, both algorithms are number and minimum total area of potential reserves, and then more efficient, but the heuristic produces a poorer, more applied to each of the data sets. Finally, we compare the suboptimal result. Variations in data characteristics could influence of three levels of each data characteristic on the therefore affect the efficiency of any algorithm, optimizing or efficiencies of all the algorithms and the suboptimalities of heuristic, but might have a different effect on the relative the heuristics and discuss the implications for conservation performance of optimizing and heuristic analyses. The realplanning. world implications of these effects can be important. Minimizing the cost of a conservation goal (maximizing efficiency) maximizes the chances of it being achieved. METHODS Minimizing the suboptimality of heuristic algorithms makes them more reliable tools for finding indicative costs of Overview of the analyses alternative goals. When suboptimality is zero, the differences in cost between alternative scenarios or alternative data bases
We derived all the test data sets from a single data matrix on should be due entirely to the factor being tested rather than to the Western Division of New South Wales. The original data inconsistencies in the analyses due to characteristics of the matrix listed the occurrence of each of 248 land systems different data sets.
(recurring patterns of landforms, soils and vegetationThe main purpose of this paper is to explore the influence Mabbutt, 1968) in each of 1886 pastoral holdings with a total of data characteristics on the efficiency of any reserve selection area of about 325,000km 2 . For the remainder of the paper, algorithms and on the suboptimality of heuristics. Although pastoral holdings are referred to as sites and land systems as several recent studies have addressed the relative performance features. We changed the original data matrix to control each of algorithms on the same data sets (see Pressey, Possingham of the four data characteristics we wanted to test while holding & Margules, 1996; Pressey et al., 1997 for reviews), we know the other data characteristics constant. This avoided the of no systematic investigation of the ways that different data problem of finding a large number of independent data sets that characteristics affect the results of reserve selection algorithms.
varied in terms of each of the characteristics while providing a The particular characteristics of regional data sets compiled comparable amount of background variation in the other for conservation planning could therefore have substantial, but characteristics. Because of the way we derived the data sets, still poorly understood, effects on the outcomes of real-world the levels and replicates of each data characteristic are not conservation planning.
independent for the purposes of statistical analysis. This had The data characteristics we chose to analyse were suggested implications for the choice of statistical tests to interpret the by several previous studies that have indicated the dataresults (below). dependence of algorithm results. We looked at the following We constructed the data sets so that they represented three data characteristics in relation to the efficiency of an optimizing levels of each data characteristic (nestedness, rarity, size algorithm and three heuristic algorithms as well as the variation, size of data set) with three replicate data sets at each level, giving nine data sets to analyse for each of the four data suboptimality of the heuristics: (1) the nestedness of features characteristics (see Table 1a for layout of the analytical design). the three heuristic algorithms, expressed as percentage increases over optimal results (e.g. Table 1c ). We also adjusted the For each data characteristic (for all thirty-six data sets) we then applied four reserve selection algorithms to four representation efficiency results for size of data set by dividing by the number of sites in the data sets to check if the same proportional problems. For statistical analyses of the efficiency results, the data were the raw results of the four algorithms (e.g. Table  numbers or total areas were selected by the algorithms (Table  1a -adjusted size of data set). 1b). For analyses of suboptimality, we used only the results of Manipulated data sets a small matrix of fifty randomly selected sites and the twenty features they contained. We then replicated the matrix four Only the general characteristics of the data sets are outlined and ten times to produce two larger sizes with the same here. Further details on how the levels of each data characteristic variation in sizes of sites. To retain the same pattern of rarity were derived are available from the corresponding author.
in the data sets we also replicated the twenty features in the The data sets for nestedness were derived from a perfectly smallest file and gave them different identification codes for nested structure that we produced from the original data each replication while also retaining their original frequencies. matrix. This had 149 sites (the number in which the most This gave the following sizes: large-500 sites×200 features; frequent feature occurred) and 248 features. The highly nested moderate-200 sites×80 features; and small-50 sites×20 data sets for our analyses had every tenth feature in the fully features. For each of the three replicates of each size, we nested matrix reallocated randomly. Data sets with moderate randomly allocated features to sites. nestedness had every second feature reallocated randomly and those with low nestedness had all features allocated randomly.
Representation problems We repeated the reallocation of features three times for each level of nestedness to produce the replicate data sets. Regardless
We ran all algorithms to find solutions to the following four of nestedness, individual features had exactly the same problems. frequencies in all data sets. Ryti & Gilpin (1987) used a statistic 1. Select the number of sites needed to represent at least one they called the 'proportion of 1's' to indicate how densely a occurrence of each feature. presence-absence matrix (of sites × features) was occupied by 2. Select the total area of sites needed to represent at least one feature occurrences. The proportion of 1's will be smaller when occurrence of each feature. many species are rare than when many species are frequent in 3. Select the number of sites needed to represent at least five the matrix. For all the nestedness data sets, the proportion of occurrences of each feature or all occurrences of features 1's was 0.2382.
with frequencies in the data set of five or less. In this paper, rarity refers to the profile of feature frequencies 4. Select the total area of sites needed to represent at least five in the data set. We used the reduced data matrix for nestedness occurrences of each feature or all occurrences of features to give a pattern of moderate feature frequencies unaltered with frequencies in the data set of five or less. from the original data (proportion of 1's is 0.2382). For high rarity, we allocated all values of feature frequency in the data We did not use targets specifying areas of features (e.g. at least set that were larger than the mean +1 standard deviation 300km 2 or at least 5% of the total area of each feature) (thirty-nine features) to values below the mean −1 standard because these still present substantial difficulties for optimizing deviation, thereby concentrating features at the low frequency algorithms (Pressey et al., 1996 (Pressey et al., , 1997 . Progress is being made, end of the range (proportion of 1's 0.1425). For low rarity, we however, in extending the size of data sets for which area created a flat frequency distribution by randomly allocating targets can be solved optimally (work by JRD, J. Camm, features to frequencies between 1 and 149 (proportion of 1's University of Cincinatti, and R. Church, University of 0.4958). For each level of rarity, we allocated all features California, Santa Barbara, pers. comm.). randomly to sites three times to produce poorly nested matrices.
The original data matrix contained sites which varied Optimizing algorithm gradually in size across the region from large in the drier west and south to small in the wetter north-east. Because individual
We formulated each of the problems for integer linear features in the original matrix tend to occur only in particular programming (ILP), solved them optimally with the public parts of the region, the original matrix (low variation in site domain software LP -SOLVE (Version 2.0), and verified the size at the local scale) required selection algorithms to choose results using the commercial package CPLEX. Both packages between similarly sized sites to represent particular use the branch and bound method (Lawler & Wood, 1966) . combinations of features. We produced replicate data sets
We also checked the feasibility of each of the solutions for this level with three random allocations of sizes to sites independently. constrained within the twenty-five 1:250,000 map sheets
The basic ILP formulation for a problem with m different covering the region, thereby retaining the similarity of site sizes sites and n distinct features can be written as: at the local scale. We produced data sets with high local variation in site size by reallocating site sizes randomly three times across the whole region, effectively placing sites of all Minimize m j=1 c j x j sizes adjacent to one another throughout the data set. We created data sets with moderate variation in site size by Subject to
..n (for each feature) generating a distribution of sizes with the same mean as the original data set (172.3km
2 ) and a standard deviation of 11.9km 2 x j ε{0,1}for i=1...m (for each site), (10% of the original) and allocating sizes from this distribution randomly three times across the whole region. For all data where c is the cost vector, b is the representation vector and sets, the size of the matrix was 1886 sites and 248 features.
a ij are the elements of the feature-site incidence matrix. In the matrix with elements a ij , the row index, i, refers to feature i To vary the numbers of sites in the data sets we began with and the column index, j, refers to site j. For the representation produce F-distributions against which the observed F-ratios could be tested. We generated F-distributions by randomly problems in this paper, a ij is defined by a ij =1 if feature i is present in site j or a ij =0 otherwise.
reallocating the algorithm results without replacement between replicated data sets and algorithms (e.g. between the thirty-six Varying the cost vector, c, and the representation vector, b, enables the four different representation targets listed above to positions in each part of Table 1b) . For each randomization, we calculated F-ratios for data characteristic, algorithm and be formulated. The indices of the non-zero elements of the optimal solution, x, correspond to the optimal set of sites to the interaction. For each of these sources of variation we then measured what proportion of the F-ratios from the randomized purchase. The element c j of the cost vector c represents the cost of acquiring site j. Setting c j =1 for all j (j=1...n) gives data were greater than or equal to that from the actual results. This proportion gave the probability of the null hypothesis the formulation for the minimum number of sites and setting c j to the area of site j gives the minimum area formulation.
which was that the actual results for each combination of data characteristic and algorithm were random samples from the The element b i of the representation vector b represents the minimum number of repetitions required for feature i. Setting same distribution (Manly, 1991) . We calculated all probabilities from 100,000 randomizations, considered sufficient by Jackson & Somers (1989) for the accuracy of a different permutation test. We also tracked variation in probabilities for all tests gives at least five occurrences of each feature, or all occurrences of features occurring five times or less in the matrix. between 30,000 and 100,000 randomizations. In no case was the variation large enough to change the significance levels We constructed the ILP formulations for each of the data sets. The formulation of the problem where c j =1 for all j and listed in the results. We tested for homogeneity of variances with the same b i =1 for all i (minimum number of sites to represent each feature at least once) is known as the set covering problem randomization approach. The test statistic was the absolute difference between the maximum and minimum variances (Possingham et al., 1993) . We applied various pre-processing techniques to reduce the complexity of this problem. One across combinations of level of data characteristic and algorithm, using the three replicate results for each combination technique identified sites that had to be selected (e.g. sites with unique features) and then omitted from the formulation the (ratios were unworkable because of some zero variances). The null hypothesis was that the variances were homogeneous, or constraints for features represented incidentally in these sites. We also used two other reduction techniques to identify estimates of the same population variance. The probability of the null hypothesis was given by the proportion of redundant features and redundant sites (Possingham et al., 1993) and applied appropriate variations of all techniques for randomizations that produced maximum-minimum differences as large or larger than the actual values. Variances were the other three representation problems.
homogeneous in every case. In one case, the probability of the null hypothesis was marginal (0.0537) but transforming the Heuristic algorithms data as log 10 (x+1) or ((x+0.5) did not improve the homogeneity of the variances and had little effect on the We used three heuristic algorithms, referred to here as H1, H2 and H3. The rules of each algorithm, adapted for both minimum results from the analysis of variance, which were all nonsignificant. number and minimum total area of sites, are in Table 2 . A limitation of stepwise heuristic algorithms is that sites selected late in the process can incidentally represent features that have already been fully represented in previously selected sites, RESULTS making one or more of the earlier selections redundant. All the algorithms therefore included a procedure to check for Effects of data characteristics on efficiency of redundant sites when the targets for all features had been algorithms achieved.
Both nestedness and rarity of features had significant effects on efficiency. As nestedness increased, with rarity held constant, Statistical analyses smaller numbers and total areas of sites were selected for both one and five representations giving a progressive increase in To analyse the results, we applied two-way analysis of variance with replication, using the computation of Sokal & Rohlf efficiency (Fig. 1 ). This trend is consistent with more features cooccurring in some sites at higher levels of nestedness, allowing (1995, p. 324) . The factors tested were data characteristic and algorithm and the interaction between them. We applied algorithms to represent larger numbers of features in most of the sites they selected. As rarity increased, with nestedness held separate analyses of variance for both efficiency and suboptimality, each data characteristic and each representation constant, larger numbers and total areas of sites were selected for both one and five representations giving a progressive problem (the thirty-six shaded blocks in Table 1a) .
A constraint on the use of standard analysis of variance is reduction in the efficiency of the algorithms (Fig. 2) . This trend is consistent with more co-occurrences of features at lower that we could not assume independence between data sets or algorithms, which undermines the validity of the usual Flevels of rarity, allowing the algorithms to select sites that contributed to targets for more features. With no significant test of significance (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995) . We therefore used randomization of the data, as described by Manly (1991) , to interactions between algorithm and data characteristic, the Select (arbitrarily) the site with the smallest number in the data set trends for nestedness and rarity were also consistent for all on efficiency in terms of the raw numbers and total areas of sites and for one and five representations (P=0 for data algorithms.
The size variation of sites had no significant effect on characteristic in all cases and no algorithm or interaction effects). When we adjusted the raw results by dividing those efficiency expressed in terms of the numbers of selected sites for one or five representations. In these cases, the algorithm from moderate and large data sets by four and ten respectively (to give solutions per unit size of data set), there was generally rules did not distinguish sites of different areas and the same sets of sites were selected for all three levels of size variation. Size no trend in efficiency with increasing size of data set. There was a significant effect of size of data set for total area of sites variation did, however, have a significant effect on efficiency expressed in terms of the total area of selected sites (Fig. 3) , to represent each feature once but we regard this result as tentative for the following reasons: there was no trend in the with smaller total areas of sites selected as size variation increased. With targets in this study set at simple occurrences other three cases, the significance was not high (P=0.0346), and, despite variances being homogeneous for the twelve of features, rather than minimum areas of features, the algorithm rules adapted for minimum total areas (Table 2) combinations of data characteristic and algorithm in the twoway design for this case (P=0.8797), there was more variation always selected small sites in preference to larger ones with the same or similar composition of features. As size variation in the results for the smaller data sets than for the others. This larger variation could be due to a 'rounding up' effect since increased across the whole study region, it also increased over local areas and the algorithms were able to represent more of the results were expressed in terms of the areas of whole properties as opposed to the adjusted results for the larger data the features in any part of the region in smaller sites. In one case, there was a significant algorithm×data characteristic sets which are fractions of properties. interaction (Fig. 3a) . Inspection of mean results for algorithm/ size variation combinations showed that all four algorithms Effects of data characteristics on suboptimality of responded in the same way to levels of size variation, although heuristic algorithms the proportional results for the three levels varied between algorithms.
For nestedness, there were significant effects on suboptimality only for number and total area selected for five Predictably, the size of the data set had a significant effect representations of each feature. In one of these cases, the lowest nestedness. There was generally a trend of decreasing suboptimality with higher levels of rarity (Fig. 4) , although it suboptimality was for moderate nestedness, in the other for high nestedness. In none of the four cases was there a clear trend is less clear in Fig. 4c , for which the significant algorithm × data characteristic interaction indicates differences in the trends from high to low suboptimality with increasing nestedness. This trend might have been expected since all algorithms should for individual algorithms with increasing rarity. In this case, H2 and H3 followed the trends for the other results but H1 produce identical optimal solutions in the case of perfect nestedness. They should therefore begin to converge, as was substantially different. The general trend is consistent with a convergence, as rarity increases, of the solutions of optimizing nestedness increases, on similar solutions composed of the sites with the most joint occurrences of features. We attribute the and heuristic algorithms towards sites with unique or infrequent features, many other features being represented incidentally lack of this trend to several factors: the fact that our highest level of nestedness was not perfect but involved the random because they co-occur with the rare ones. As expected, there was no significant influence of size assignment of every tenth feature to sites; an algorithm×data characteristic interaction for number selected for one variation on suboptimality when the representation goals were framed in terms of minimum number of sites. Size variation representation; the possibility that the relationship between nestedness and suboptimality is not linear; suboptimalities for had highly significant effects on suboptimality, however, when the goals were minimum total areas of sites (Fig. 5a,b) . There high nestedness being occasionally exaggerated because similar numbers or total areas selected by the heuristics in excess of is some evidence for a decrease in suboptimality as size variation increased but this is complicated by significant algorithm × the optimal result were being expressed as a percentage of smaller optimal results as nestedness increased (Fig. 1) ; and data characteristic interactions. A trend of decreasing suboptimality with increasing size variation also came from one or more uncontrolled aspects of data structure apart from the four we considered.
the smallest results of the three algorithms, almost always H3 (Fig. 5c,d) . Overall, the results indicate an improved ability of The effect of rarity on suboptimality was clearer than for heuristics to minimize the total area of selected sites when sites sets and larger than optimal results for other data sets. As for nestedness, the explanation could be one or more aspects of vary widely in area.
There was generally no effect of size of data set on data structure that we did not control. suboptimality. With the lack of trend for three out of four Differences between algorithms cases, it is difficult to explain the significant result for minimum number selected for five representations (P<0.01), with all There were sixteen cases of analysis of variance for efficiency, excluding those for adjusted size of data set (Table 1a) . In all heuristics finding optimal results for all replicate small data cases, the optimizing algorithm produced mean results that Inspection of the results did not reveal any obvious pattern in the relative performance of algorithms in relation to the data were smaller (more efficient) than any of the heuristics even though one or two heuristics produced optimal results for some characteristics we tested. replicate data sets and some representation problems. In six cases, the differences in efficiency between algorithms were DISCUSSION statistically significant.
There were sixteen cases of analysis of variance for Efficiency suboptimality (Table 1a) . Based on the mean results for each of these cases, H3 was closest to optimal more often than the This study has demonstrated some significant effects of data characteristics on the efficiencies of both optimizing and other heuristics, with H1 usually next closest ( Table 3 ). Given that H3 had the lowest mean suboptimality for fifteen out of heuristic reserve selection algorithms (see Table 4 for summary). Moreover, because we constructed the data sets to control for sixteen cases, it gave better mean results than the other heuristics for all representation problems. In the one case for which H1 characteristics other than the one being tested, the results can be related clearly to particular data characteristics. produced smaller mean results than H3, the differences were very small (1.0% and 1.1%, respectively). H2 produced smaller Increasing nestedness reduced the numbers and total areas of sites selected to achieve a particular representation goal results than H1 in four cases, all of which involved targets framed in terms of minimum total area. Over all analyses, the and thereby increased the efficiencies of all algorithms. This supports previously published comments about the influence mean results for H3, H1 and H2 were 2.4%, 4.5% and 6.5% above optimal, respectively. Notwithstanding these summary of nestedness on efficiency (Vane-Wright et al., 1991; Rebelo & Siegfried, 1992) . Vane-Wright et al. (1991) proposed that the data, there was a high degree of data-dependence of the results. Considering only H1 and H3 and recording the results for position of an algorithm result between the extremes of one site for perfect nestedness and all sites in the data set for suboptimality for all replicate data sets (144 observations), H3 had the lowest suboptimality in eighty-seven cases (60.4%), complete allopatry was itself a measure of the nestedness of the taxa. Our results indicate the need for an important qualifier H3 and H1 were equal in thirty-eight cases (26.4%) and H1 had the lowest suboptimality in nineteen cases (13.2%).
to this argument: the efficiency of selection algorithms for data correlation between the percentage of total area selected for Table 3 Relative suboptimality of heuristic algorithms (based on the seven taxonomic groups and the orderedness of those taxa mean results for the sixteen combinations of data characteristic and (r=−0.86) which agrees with the findings in this paper. His representation problem in Table 1a ).
data also gave an inverse correlation between the percentage Order of algorithm results Number Number of cases of total site number selected by the algorithm and the (from low to high of cases statistically orderedness of the taxa (r=−0.83). These relationships are suboptimality) significant strong despite differences in rarity and number of taxa between the groups that Ryti analysed.
H3-H1-H2 11 9
Our results for rarity show that, as the proportion of unique H3-H2-H1 4 1 or infrequent features in the data sets increased, the number H1-H3-H2 1 1 and total area of selected sites also increased and the efficiency of all algorithms correspondingly decreased. This also agrees with the results of previous work (Ryti, 1992; Lombard et al., sets that are neither perfectly nested nor composed of completely 1995). allopatric features will depend strongly on the rarity of the More size variation in our study increased the efficiency of taxa, not only on their nestedness. algorithms in terms of total site area while having no effect on Ryti (1992) concluded that the 'proportion of the total area the number of selected sites. It is important to stress, however, in the reserve network (relative reserve area) was correlated that the effect we demonstrated was local size variation, not with the orderedness [or nestedness] of the taxa (r=0.85, n= the overall variation in the sizes of sites in a regional data set. 7, P<0.01...)'. On the face of it, this seems to contradict our Our data sets with low size variation had exactly the same results which showed a clear inverse relationship between overall profile of site sizes as the data sets with high variation. nestedness and the number or total area of selected sites.
The critical difference was the spatial mix of those sizes within the region. High efficiency came from high local variation since Our own analysis of Ryti's data showed, however, an inverse it was possible for the algorithms to select mainly small sites and optimizing algorithms should converge when a large to represent the local suite of features in any part of the region.
proportion of the features in a region are unique or infrequent. This raises the prospect of efficiency depending not only on
The influence of nestedness was much less clear. It might be the size variation of sites but also on the distribution of features that some other measure of data structure (below) could be within a region. The features (land systems) in the Western developed that accounts for suboptimality better than Division data set were generally very localized, with about half nestedness. the total number occurring in thirty or less of the 1886 sites in
There is some evidence that suboptimality decreased as size the data set. Had these features been more widespread in the variation increased. In contrast, Saetersdal et al. (1993) found region, as many species would be, the difference in results a large gap between the total areas selected by a heuristic and between high and low local variation in site size, with the same an optimizing algorithm with sites that varied widely in size. underlying distribution of sizes across the region, might have
The difference is likely to be due to the fact that their heuristic been less.
was designed to minimize the number, not the total area, of There was no clear effect of size of data set on the efficiency selected sites. We found differences in suboptimality in relation of the algorithms when the results were adjusted to relative to size variation only with algorithms adapted to minimize the numbers and total areas of sites. As far as possible, we ensured total site area. Some further work on the influence of size that the size of the data sets was the only important factor variation is desirable to establish whether our results are influencing efficiency. The number of features to be represented generally applicable. increased proportionately with the number of sites, the size We found no convincing evidence of size of data set affecting variation of the sites remained constant, rarity of features was the suboptimality of heuristics. When comparing algorithms constant, and nestedness of features varied only very slightly on the same data set, efficiency and suboptimality are closely according to chance differences in the random allocation of related, with the most efficient heuristic algorithms producing features to sites. In other studies that have found differences results closest to optimal. In another sense, as suggested in the in proportional efficiency between data sets of different sizes Introduction, the two measures of performance of algorithms (e.g. Pressey & Nicholls, 1989; Ryti, 1992) , these other can be quite different. Increasing rarity reduced the efficiencies contributing factors were shown to be, or were likely to be, of the optimizing and heuristic algorithms by requiring them important influences.
to select larger numbers and total areas of sites to achieve a representation target. Superimposed on this clear trend is another, opposite, one. Increasing rarity reduced the Suboptimality suboptimality of the heuristics, allowing them to more closely The analyses of efficiency dealt with the means and variances approach progressively larger optimal results. of the overall numbers and total areas selected by the algorithms. In contrast, the analyses of suboptimality dealt only with the variation among algorithm results, expressed in terms of the percentage difference between the three heuristics Algorithms and the optimizing algorithm for each replicate data set. This Overall, the H3 algorithm was the most efficient heuristic, with variation was minor compared to the overall algorithm results a mean suboptimality over all data sets of 2.4%. Given the in Figs 1-3 , but substantial when it was the focus of analyses range of data structures used in this study, it seems likely that in its own right (Figs 4 and 5) . Only in a few cases were there H3 will perform better than the other two heuristics for many clear trends explicable in terms of the data characteristics being other data sets as well. Nevertheless, the other heuristics, tested (see Table 4 for summary).
especially H1, produced better results for some replicate data Of the two data characteristics that determine the relative sets. These results indicate the need to apply at least two distribution of features within and between sites, rarity had good heuristics to data sets if conservation planners are to be an obvious effect on suboptimality. This result supports the contention of Willis et al. (1996) that the results of heuristic confident that suboptimality is being minimized.
Other measures of data structure? therefore be more expensive of land area, and less likely to be achieved in the face of competition from other land uses and We found a poor match between suboptimality and nestedness limited conservation resources, if those features tend to be and there was substantial variation in suboptimality between randomly distributed in relation to one another and if a high heuristic algorithms and replicate data sets for all the data proportion of the features are rare. The same representation characteristics. This raises the question of whether one or more goal will also be more expensive in terms of land area if there alternative measures of the relative occurrences of features in is little local variation in the areas of sites, although this finding a matrix could account for much of the variation in might prove to apply more accurately to land types that have suboptimality that is not explained by the data characteristics local distributions within a region than to data sets containing we tested. Since efficiency is maximized when the inevitable widespread species. above-target representation of features is minimized (Pressey Our results suggest strongly that heuristics can be used more & Logan, 1998), a new indicator of likely suboptimality could confidently to compare different conservation scenarios when be based on the extent to which sites are not perfectly the rarity of features is higher and suboptimality lower (Table  complementary (the extent to which sites overlap in the features 4). The results also suggest that suboptimality in terms of the they contain). Such a measure could then be extended to deal total area of selected sites will be smaller when there is a large with the subset of sites most likely to be selected by a particular local variation in the sizes of sites. For data seta without these algorithm, according to its specific rules. As an example of this characteristics, slight suboptimality is not necessarily a problem approach, Underhill (1994) used a simple data structure to for some of the uses of heuristic algorithms (Pressey et al., show how a progressive richness algorithm (e.g. Kirkpatrick, 1996) and, in any case, is unavoidable for the problems that 1983) could select a suboptimal set of sites, even though cannot yet be solved optimally. the optimal choice was visually obvious. Further work on A potentially important result was that there was little quantifying data structures in relation to the rules of heuristic evidence of an effect of size of data set on the suboptimality algorithms could better explain suboptimality and lead to better of heuristics. If this finding holds more generally, it will add heuristics.
weight to the argument that the performance of heuristics on large, complex problems that are intractable for current optimizing algorithms can be gauged by comparing the two Implications for conservation planning analytical approaches on a smaller version of the problem. The applicability of the results of this study to area targets The approaches we took to constructing the data sets and analysing the results have implications for the generality of the (e.g. at least 1000 hectares or at least 10% of the area of each vegetation type) is difficult to judge. Work on reserve selection results. To avoid the problem of finding a large number of data sets that varied in terms of each of the data characteristics algorithms is only beginning to produce optimal solutions to such problems for data sets of more than a few tens of sites. of interest while also representing a comparable amount of variation in the other characteristics, we derived all data sets
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